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Abstract
Retailers in the U.S. are increasingly asking customers to donate to charity at their sales registers. This practice,
known as Checkout Charity, is a form of Cause-Related Marketing (CRM) providing many benefits to retailers
(Giebelhausen, Lawrence, Chun, & Hsu, 2017) and raising billions of dollars for charities (Coleman & Peasley,
2015). Despite the perceived goodwill of this retail practice, research suggests an imbalance between retailers
and consumers, as Checkout Charity offers fewer benefits to customers than traditional CRM (Krishna, 2011;
Owens, 2016). Using equity theory’s impact on prosocial behavior (Ross & Kapitan, 2018), this paper explores
whether customers perceive an imbalance in the Checkout Charity process. Open-ended survey results show that
customers are aware of Checkout Charity’s drawbacks and hold mostly negative sentiments toward the practice.
Attitudinal survey results show that most customers prefer donating elsewhere and not being asked to donate at
checkout. However, some are happy with the process. A regression analysis of factors known to influence
charitable giving found that those who donate frequently have a relatively more positive attitude toward
Checkout Charity. Research implications and ways retailers might use the practice to build deeper customer
relationships are discussed.
Keywords: cause-related marketing, checkout charity, business ethics, and social responsibility
1. Introduction
In response to the rising demand for corporate social action, U.S. retailers are increasingly asking customers to
donate to charity at the sales register (Hessekiel, 2017). Referred to as Checkout Charity, this form of
Cause-related Marketing (CRM) allows businesses and charities to collaborate for mutual benefit (Krishna,
2011). Whether by selecting an exact amount or rounding purchase costs to the next dollar; ultimately, customers
provide the money while retailers select the charities and transfer the donations. Since its inception, Checkout
Charity has raised billions for charities (Coleman & Peasley, 2015) and increased customer trust and loyalty for
many retailers (Trimble & Holmes, 2013; Giebelhausen et al., 2017). However, it is not without controversy.
Concerns exist over the social and financial pressures Checkout Charity places on customers (Krishna, 2011),
and questions abound regarding its lack of accountability and transparency (Owens, 2016). Given these many
downsides, some suggest customers are better served by refusing to donate at checkout (Siebold, 2014). Doubts
have also been raised about Checkout Charity’s ability to produce lasting social benefits, suggesting other forms
of donation are more equitable and effective (Eikenberry, 2009; White, 2015).
Given the advisory for customers to not donate and the controversy over retailers asking at checkout, two
questions arise: why do customers continue to donate; and, is there a way to make Checkout Charity less
controversial? To answer these questions, this paper presents the results of two separate surveys. The purpose of
this research is to increase understanding of prosocial behavior and guide more sustainable CRM efforts.
1.1 Checkout Charity in Context
Historically, businesses have donated to charity for altruistic reasons as well as to garner customer goodwill
(Pallotta, 2013). By donating a small percentage of earnings to social causes, businesses enhanced their
reputations in the marketplace (Baylin, Cunningham, & Cushing, 1994). However, dating back as early as the
Statue of Liberty restoration campaign by American Express in 1983, businesses began shifting some of their
donation responsibility to customers (Krishna, 2011). Specifically, American Express donated money to the
Statue of Liberty-Ellis Island Foundation based on how frequently customers performed specific financial
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transactions. Because customers believed they were determining how much American Express ultimately
donated, they significantly increased their transactions with the company. American Express increased both
revenues and stakeholder goodwill from a humble $1.7 million contribution (Silva, Wanderley, Sousa-Filho, &
Lucian, 2007) to the estimated $265 million restoration effort (General Accounting Office, 1986). Given the
financial and market success this customer-responsibility shift sparked, other businesses soon began similar
efforts and the practice continues to spread globally (Riva, Uddin, & Rubel, 2019).
Part of CRM’s acceptance can be attributed to equity theory, which focuses on creating and sustaining fairness
between interacting parties in a social exchange. Equity theory postulates that parties in an exchange assess and
compare exchange consequences (i.e., the ratio of benefits to drawbacks) to determine the nature of future
exchanges. When an exchange member perceives unfairness, he or she will attempt to reestablish an equitable
balance (Huseman, Hatfield, & Miles, 1987). Through the lens of equity theory, customers respond positively to
CRM because they perceive involvement in a company’s donation process as more equitable than either not
being involved or not having companies donate to charity. CRM also offers businesses a more equitable
arrangement as their donation efforts are more directly linked to consumer behavior. Ross and Kapitan (2018)
take equity theory’s role in CRM further by demonstrating how customers seek a balance in market exchanges.
Specifically, they found customers are more likely to display prosocial behavior when they are sensitive to the
costs and benefits of market exchanges; and, customers are less likely to display prosocial behavior when they
perceive their self-interest has been sidestepped.
1.2.1 Stakeholder Consequences of Checkout Charity
Though Checkout Charity is considered a form of CRM it differs in its stakeholder impacts (Trimble & Holmes,
2013), potentially altering fairness perceptions for retailers, charities, and customers (Giebelhausen et al., 2017).
For example, with traditional CRM actual donations from customers are not required, with Checkout Charity
they are. Customers might easily perceive this financial shift to be less equitable for them. Table 3 presents a
summary of the stakeholder consequences from Checkout Charity found in the academic literature.
Table 1. Stakeholder consequences from Checkout Charity
Checkout Charity Benefits
·Retailers:
·Increased sales and profits (Coleman & Peasley,
2015)
·Increased loyalty and morale (Hartmann, Klink, &
Simons, 2015)
·Increased public relations and enhanced reputation
(Hessekiel, 2017)
·Charities:
·Increased financial support (Hessekiel, 2017)
·Increased public awareness (Wymer, McDonald, &
Scaife, 2014)
·Increased managerial advice (Silva et al., 2007)
·Customers:
·Increased “warm glow” (Giebelhausen et al., 2017)
·Donation convenience (Eikenberry, 2009)

Checkout Charity Drawbacks
·Retailers:
·Appearance concerns (Baylin, Cunningham, & Cushing,
1994)
·Charities:
·Loss of message control (Owens, 2016)
·Loss of direct access to donors (Eikenberry, 2009)
·Increased dependency on corporate whim (Silva et al., 2007)
·Customers:
·Loss of money (Siebold, 2014)
·Increased social pressure to conform or comply (Krishna,
2011)
·Less choice of when, where, and how to heip others
(Eikenberry, 2009)
·Less awareness of where donations go (Owens, 2016)
·Increased distraction/confusion (Eikenberry, 2009)

Given the many benefits retailers receive from Checkout Charity, it is little wonder so many choose this form of
CRM. Retailers can expect to increase their sales revenue, employee morale, and customer loyalty (Hartmann,
Klink, & Simons, 2015). Moreover, as customers, employees, and society all want to see companies performing
more social action (Coleman & Peasley, 2015), retailers can also expect to enhance their reputations and receive
a public relations boon (Hessekiel, 2017). Also, because they are not donating their own money, their profits are
higher. Though there is the potential for retailers to be embarrassed if they select a rogue charity to support
(Wymer, McDonald, & Scaife, 2014), fundamentally, Checkout Charity offers very little downside to retailers.
On the face of it, Checkout Charity’s benefits to charities do not appear to differ
traditional CRM. Charities continue to receive corporate support in the form of
managerial advice (Silva et al., 2007). They also continue to gain public awareness for
their reputations (Wymer, McDonald, & Scaife, 2014). However, because individuals
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more money to charity than corporations (Zinsmeister, 2016), charities may ultimately receive more money from
Checkout Charity than from traditional CRM. Charities also face similar drawbacks with Checkout Charity. First,
they must rely on others to explain the nature and importance of their work, giving them little control over the
actual message conveyed. Second, they lack customer contact information, which prevents them from building
lasting, direct relationships with those who donate. Third, they must constantly vie for continued campaign
support, as retailers can drop one charity for another at any time (Baylin, Cunningham, & Cushing, 1994).
Customer benefits from Checkout Charity are also similar to those from traditional CRM. It remains convenient,
as customers do not have to find a charity and only have to agree to donate the amount requested; and, it
produces a positive emotional response for donors (Giebelhausen et al., 2017). However, customer drawbacks
from Checkout Charity are more numerous. First, donating customers end up with less money. This means they
are less able to spend money in other ways such as paying down debt or saving for their future (Siebold, 2014).
Second, Checkout Charity upends traditional customer-retailer relationship expectations. Typically, retailers
asking customers for monetary amounts greater than the total sales amount would be considered impolite at best.
However, because the request is aimed at charity, customers are supposed to view the retailer as compassionate.
Moreover, to keep possession of their extra money, customers must not only refuse an often-pleasant employee
but must also risk appearing callous in front of other customers (Owens, 2016). Third, rather than directly
helping another, customers can only choose a quick financial fix. Checkout Charity does not allow customers to
choose other forms of support such as volunteering their time. Fourth, customers have no way to determine what
happens to the money they donate at checkout, since retailers, as private institutions, are not required to show
their transactions to the public (Eikenberry, 2009). Fifth, Checkout Charity distracts and potentially confuses
customers at the point of purchase. Rather than paying attention to the total amount their purchases are costing;
their thoughts are shifted to making a charity donation.
1.3 Hypotheses
Applying the logic of equity theory, not only would one expect customers to feel aggrieved by the additional
burdens placed on them with Checkout Charity but one would also expect customers to be acting to restore the
relational charity-balance with retailers. One obvious way to restore this balance would be to refuse to donate at
checkout. However, Checkout Charity donations continue to rise (Fritz, 2019) and customer surveys have shown
relatively positive attitudes toward the practice (Good Scout, 2015). A possible reason, customers are not
responding as expected might be because Checkout Charity’s process interferes with their ability to consider its
drawbacks. Similar to impulse buying, where customers fail to consider the downsides for purchasing small
items at checkout (Zimmerman, 2012), customers may be agreeing to donate more frequently than they would if
they considered all the downsides. To explore this possibility, the authors hypothesize the following regarding
customer willingness to donate at checkout:
H1: Customers do not consider Checkout Charity’s drawbacks when choosing to donate at checkout.
Given that Checkout Charity represents a prosocial action and customers increasingly want companies to engage
in social responsibility (Riva, Uddin, & Rubel, 2019), customers may be considering the downsides but donate
because they value Checkout Charity’s benefits more. The amounts requested may seem meager in relation to
customers’ total-purchase costs or the social costs of refusing to donate may seem greater to them than the
financial costs of donating (Konrath & Handy, 2018). To explore whether customers are making relative
comparisons of Checkout Charity’s benefits and drawbacks the authors hypothesize the following:
H2: Customers perceive the benefits of donating at checkout as more valuable than the drawbacks of donating at
checkout.
Yet again, positive customer attitudes and behavior toward Checkout Charity may be the result of factors beyond
equity theory’s purview. Customers may be reacting to characteristics about themselves or the shopping
experience when they decide whether to donate at checkout. Research has identified a variety of factors affecting
one’s propensity to donate to charity. Generally, women are more likely to donate to charity than men (Mesch,
2016). Older customers are more likely to donate than younger ones; and, those with greater incomes are more
likely to donate than those with lesser incomes (Yao, 2015). Also, more educated individuals are more likely to
donate to charity as are more generous individuals (Konrath & Handy, 2018). To explore whether these factors
affect donations for Checkout Charity similarly the authors hypothesize the following:
H3a: Female attitudes toward Checkout Charity are more positive than male attitudes.
H3b: The older the customer, the more positive his or her attitude toward Checkout Charity.
H3c: The greater the customer’s income, the more positive the attitude toward Checkout Charity.
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H3d: The more educated the customer, the more positive his or her attitude toward Checkout Charity.
H3e: The more generous the customer, the more positive his or her attitude toward Checkout Charity.
2. Methodology
To test these hypotheses, the authors gathered and analyzed customer data from two surveys. The first captured
customer awareness of the consequences of Checkout Charity. The second gauged customer attitudes toward the
practice; and, collected data on key demographic and behavioral factors. An analysis of each hypothesis,
including methodology and results follow.
2.1 Assessment of H1
Rather than use forced-choice response options which may bias or limit respondents’ ability to express their
ideas (Singer & Couper, 2017), the authors used open-ended questions to identify customer perceptions of the
consequences of donating at checkout. Specifically, 50 customers responded to the questions listed in Table 2
using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk software.
Table 2. Questions to determine reasons for donating or not donating at Checkout
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

If you have ever donated money to a charity while checking out of a retail outlet, please describe your reason(s) for choosing to
make a donation. You may describe more than one reason.
If you have ever refused to donate money to a charity while checking out of a retail outlet, please describe your reason(s) for
refusing to make a donation. You may describe more than one reason.
What is your gender? Male or Female
What is your age group? under 18, 18–24, 25–34, 35–44, 45–54, 55–64, 65–74, 75 or older
What is your M-Turk number?

In addition to seeking as many reasons as customers wished to offer regarding their Checkout Charity choices,
the authors gathered basic demographic information regarding gender and age. Each customer was paid $1 for
his/her participation in the survey.
2.1.1 Results of Open-Ended Survey
Of the 50 responding customers, seven were in the 18–24 age range, 25 were in the 25–34 age range, and 18
were in the 35–74 age range. Fifty-two percent were male and 48% were female. Because customers varied in
the number of reasons they provided, 43 customers offered 48 reasons for donating. Seven customers offered no
reasons for donating, as they claimed they had never donated at checkout. Forty-eight customers gave 64 reasons
for refusing to donate. Two offered no reasons for refusing to donate, as they stated they have never refused to
donate. Hence, a total of 112 reasons were offered for why people donate or not at checkout.
Based on the similarity of wording and sentiment expressed by the respondents, the authors chose to group the
reasons into topical categories. A reason had to be listed by at least three customers (i.e., 5% of the total number)
to be included in a category. Reasons offered by fewer than 3 customers were placed into an “Other” category.
Table 3 contains the resulting categories and response frequencies.
Table 3. Reasons for donating or not donating to Charity at Checkout
Reason Categories
Charity Related:
To Support a Specific Charity
To Not Support a Specific Charity
Cash Related:
Do Not Have Money to Donate
Have Money to Donate
Process Related:
Convenience
Do Not Trust Donation Trail
Donate Elsewhere
Already Given Enough
Emotionally Related:
Negative Sentiments (Guilt, Pressure)
Positive Sentiments (Feel Good, Helping)
Other
Totals

For Donating

For Not Donating

Totals

13

24
13

24

24
4
6
6
5
4
8
3
3
48

8
4
63

63

24
4
6
6
5
4
16
3
7
112
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Overall, these results show that customers are aware of Checkout Charity’s consequences to them, providing no
support for H1. The most frequent reason offered for refusing to donate was because customers did not have the
money (noted 24 times). Statements like “it’s the end of the month and my rent is due” or “I can barely eat”
highlight customer awareness of Checkout Charity’s costs. Interestingly, because the most frequent reason given
for donating was to support a specific charity (also noted 24 times), it appears customers are making conscious
decisions. Moreover, because they noted 13 times that they refuse to donate because of the specific charity
involved (the third most frequent reason cited in the survey), they are not likely donating on impulse.
Further evidence that customers are aware of Checkout Charity’s drawbacks can be found from the process
reasons given. Not only were process reasons for refusing to donate more than twice as frequent as those for
agreeing to donate but they were also more varied. Customers offered three different process-related reasons for
refusing to donate, while they only offered one process-related reason for agreeing to donate (i.e., convenience).
The 19 emotional sentiments customers expressed were overwhelmingly negative, whether they were for
agreeing or refusing to donate. With respect to donating, the ratio of negative to positive sentiments was 8 to 3,
meaning that more than twice as many customers expressed negative feelings for donating rather than positive
ones. Moreover, only negative feelings were expressed for refusing to donate, and reflected defiance toward
Checkout Charity with statements like “I don’t like pressure” and “I wasn’t letting the guilt affect me”.
Overall, from the 112 reasons expressed, we cannot conclude customers are donating because they do not
consider Checkout Charity’s downsides. However, we also cannot conclude that customers are not considering
equity or that they are not comparing consequences when deciding whether to donate.
2.2 Assessment of H2
To explore whether customers donate because they perceive the benefits to be greater than the costs, we
developed a 7-point Likert-scale survey to gather various attitudinal aspects of Checkout Charity. The items
were based on known customer consequences from published research. Moreover, we included questions to
determine their age, education, gender, generosity, and income levels. Amazon’s Mechanical Turk was used to
gather data from 250 customers, and each respondent was paid $1.25 for their effort. To avoid response bias
concerns, survey items were randomly presented. For analysis purposes, only 247 surveys were completed.
2.2.1 Results of Attitudinal Survey
The survey items, with results, are listed in Table 4. Cronbach’s Alpha, which measures the survey’s internal
reliability, was .927. A Principle Components Analysis identified two attitudinal components within the survey:
An Affective variable, composed of items reflecting emotionally based and preferential aspects regarding
Checkout Charity (Eigenvalue = 7.053); and, a Cognitive variable (Eigenvalue = 1.071), encompassing
belief-based items. The KMO was .921 and Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity was significant at less than .001.
Because attitudes are fundamentally composed of both variable types, we continued to assess H2 using the
survey results.
Table 4. Results of attitudinal survey in percentage form
Affective Survey Items
1.
I prefer donating to charity on my own rather than donating at checkout.
2.
I prefer NOT to be asked to donate to charity while checking out of a store.
3.
I prefer to shop in stores that ask me to donate to charity at checkout.
4.
When I am short of money, I do not like being asked to donate to a charity at checkout.
5.
I feel better about the shopping experience when I am asked to donate to charity at
checkout.
6.
Even when I am unfamiliar with the charity, I am still comfortable donating at
checkout.
7.
I wish stores would donate their own money rather than ask for mine to donate.
8.
I am tired of stores asking me to donate to charity at checkout.
9.
I do not mind retail stores asking me to donate to charity when checking out.
10. Donating to charity at checkout makes me happy.
Cognitive Survey Items
11. I believe charities benefit greatly from the money collected at checkout.
12. Donating at checkout is easier than donating directly to a charity.
13. I do not believe the money donated to charity at checkout goes where it should.
Note. Some item percentage totals do not add to 100% because of rounding.

64

Agree
70%
65%
9%
64%
14%

Do Not Agree
15%
21%
64%
20%
63%

Neutral
15%
14%
26%
16%
23%

27%

62%

10%

61%
55%
53%
37%
Agree
53%
51%
34%

18%
31%
44%
29%
Do Not Agree
26%
34%
45%

21%
13%
2%
33%
Neutral
21%
14%
21%
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The results show mixed support for H2. Indications that Checkout Charity’s benefits are not valued more than it
drawbacks can be found in the strong consensus against the practice. In specific, a supermajority (70%) of
customers favor donating to charity on their own, not at checkout; and, 65% prefer not being asked to donate at
checkout. Moreover, 64% do not like being asked to donate when they are short on cash, and 63% of customers
do not feel better about the shopping experience when asked to donate. Sixty-one percent wish stores would
donate their own money, instead of customers’ money; and, 55% are tired of being asked to donate at checkout.
Overall, the aversion, resentment and weariness expressed by these percentages supports the notion of perceived
unfairness in the process.
Support for H2 comes from a majority (53%) of customers also believing that charities benefit greatly from the
money donated, and not minding when asked to donate at checkout. Moreover, 51% find donating at checkout
more convenient than donating directly to a charity; and, 37% feel happy about donating at checkout. So, while
many find the practice distasteful, over one-third of those surveyed value the practice of Checkout Charity even
with its many disadvantages.
2.3 Assessment of H3
To investigate whether the factors found to influence charity decisions in general also impact Checkout Charity,
we performed a stepwise regression analysis to test H3a through H3e. Table 5 summarizes the descriptive
statistics of the demographic variables analyzed for the 247 customers who participated in the study. The
dependent variable Attitude was calculated by summing responses to the 13 survey items. The total scores
ranged from 19 to 84, such that the higher the score, the more positive the attitude toward Checkout Charity.
The independent variables tested were
1) Gender: measured as Female (1) or Male (2);
2) Age: measured in a range from under 18 to over 85;
3) Income: measured in a range from less than $20,000 to over $150,000;
4) Education: measured in a range from less than high school to beyond college; and,
5) Generosity: measured as range of donation frequencies from never to always.
Table 5. Descriptive statistics on demographic data
Variable
Gender
Age
Income
Education
Generosity
Attitude

Mean
1.41
31.30
4.97
4.04
2.00
56.83

Standard Deviation
.493
9.99
2.79
1.33
.94
13.59

Fifty-one percent of respondents were male and 49% were female. The average age of customers was 31 years,
and most made over $40,000 dollars annually. The average education level was college graduate, and most
donated sometimes.
2.3.1 Results of Regression Analysis
Of all the factors tested, only one, Generosity, was a significant predictor (p < .001) of attitudes toward Checkout
Charity (F = 100.295, and R-square = .29). Moreover, its Beta coefficient was positive at p < .001 with t = 10.02.
Consequently, we find partial support H3. In specific, the more frequently a person donates, the more positive
his or her attitude toward Checkout Charity. This factor accounts for 29% of the variance explained and provides
a reason for Checkout Charity’s success. Those who donate frequently like the practice and continue to donate.
3. Discussion
Overall, these findings paint a complex picture of why customers continue to donate in the face of so many
drawbacks. Along with an overwhelming cloud of negativity, resentment, and defiance toward the practice lies a
ray of trust and expectation for its benefits to charity. Not only do most customers believe that charities benefit
greatly from the practice, but many also feel comfortable donating even when they are unfamiliar with a charity.
In addition, both surveys provide evidence for perceived wrongness with the process. Many customers resent
being asked when they cannot afford to give; and, many more think stores should donate their own money rather
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than ask for customer money. So, while some customers are likely to continue donating regardless of the
advisory not to, controversy is also likely to continue if the process remains the same.
While these findings confirm previous research for the most part, the strong degree of negativity noted toward
Checkout Charity is new as is the finding that generosity is a more important predictor of positive attitudes
toward Checkout Charity than age, gender, education or income. Both have important implications for how
retailers might better manage the process. In specific, because those who donate tend to like the practice and
those who do not tend to loathe it, retailers could be building better relationships with their customers by
categorizing and responding to these two segments differently. Given the massive amounts of data retailers
collect about customers, differentiating those who donate from those who do not should be straightforward.
Retailers could ask customers signing up for store discount cards what their preferences are regarding Checkout
Charity; or, they might track how frequently existing store cards or credit cards are used to donate. In addition,
retailers might add a “do not ask again” feature to their donation systems, which could have an added benefit of
allowing retailers to track the purchasing behavior of customers previously unlinked to them.
Given the growing competition within retailing, establishing pleasant and convenient relationships with all
customers is crucial for sustainable success. So, for “non-donator” customers who prefer not being asked to
donate checkout, retailers could stop asking them; choosing to focus instead on having reasonably priced
products and brands these “non-donators” wish to buy. By respecting the wishes of “non-donators”, retailers
resolve the problem of having customers leave their stores feeling wronged while creating an opportunity to
learn more about the buying behavior of this customer segment.
For “donator” customers who like and contribute to Checkout Charity, retailers can design programs to increase
their foot traffic, store loyalty, reputation, and social goodwill. For example, donor appreciation sales days or
coupons could be issued only to customers in this segment. Moreover, retailers can use the data on donation
activity to design and build communities of like-minded customers, dedicated to the same social ideals as the
retailer. For example, retailers could create charity clubs and in-store charity events where customers can interact,
learn how their donations help, and discover opportunities to become more involved. The charities can also
participate with a variety of cross-advertising and promotional campaigns with retailers. These perks would not
only create deeper relationships with the “donator” customers but could also entice “non-donators” to begin
donating so they too benefit from the perks.
4. Limitations and Future Research
More research is needed, however, to better understand how Checkout Charity is changing charity, and
consumer purchases in general. Even though our research showed that many customers harbor a deep negativity
toward Checkout Charity, we cannot be sure how lasting these attitudes are or whether they are generalizable to
other forms of CRM. Although our study allowed for open-ended responses from actual customers, field and
longitudinal studies where Checkout Charity experiences are observed and customers are interviewed would go a
long way in resolving current theoretical inconsistencies. Moreover, determining whether negative attitudes
toward Checkout Charity impact traditional CRM would shed light on whether shifting more donation
responsibility to customers enhances or harms prosocial behavior long term. We also cannot explain why
generosity was the only predictive factor positively correlated with attitudes toward Checkout Charity. Because
there is much evidence relating age, gender, income and education to attitudes and behavior toward charity
donations (Mesch, 2016; Yao, 2015; Konrath & Handy, 2018), it is surprising these factors did not correlate with
attitudes toward Checkout Charity. Perhaps the perceptual difference between a charity asking for support and a
checkout clerk asking alters customers’ attitudinal responses to donation behavior.
Moreover, to establish a comprehensive theory regarding Checkout Charity, additional research on how charities
and retailers are affected by the practice is needed. For example, research determining whether charities receive
more money from Checkout Charity than from traditional CRM would indicate Checkout Charity’s ultimate
social impact. One would expect supported charities to be having significantly greater social impacts, as their
staff can focus more on doing good than on raising funds. There is also the potential for greater social impact
from retailers as well. Depending on whether they view Checkout Charity more as a service any good
middleman provides or as one social action among many they offer could impact the extent to which society
ultimately benefits.
Retailers receive so many benefits from Checkout Charity, it is unlikely the practice will stop regardless of
controversy. However, because retailers face ever increasing competition for customers, building on the
positivity and overcoming the negativity of Checkout Charity is likely to make the practice fairer and more
sustainable for all involved.
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